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Current season and historical ndvi conditions map and statistics
Use Case

NDVI and Natural Color Maps and values are available for the whole current season, as well as for  previous seasons (historical 
data).It can be obtained for any parcel from the sugar mill unit.

Every time a new satellite image is available and throughout the whole season, new maps and values are automatically added.

- every time a new image is available (approx. every week), new results are automatically added to the system so that users are 
updated on the current condition, as well as being able to visualize and quantify any recent events

- users can, in one click, go to any date along the cycle and visualize the parcels conditions and spot specific problems at any 
moment throughout the crop growth cycle. They can also compare conditions to other seasons.

OUTPUT

Gamaya’s technology automatically retrieves any newly captured satellite image within a predefined time window. For any area 
requested by the user, images along the last 2 seasons are automatically processed, analytics are run and become immediately 
available on Gamaya's platform.	 

NDVI time Series of the last 2 seasons
Use Case

Visualization of NDVI time-series along the entire growth cycle for each parcel, and ability to compare this with any other parcels:

- user can follow the crop growth evolution and consistency with the latest satellite image available (weekly update). This can help 
identify potential problems

- graph displaying the growth curve of all parcels, allowing user to follow and compare different growth patterns.

output

Each parcel's NDVI map and average value is computed every time an image is available. The values are displayed on a line graph 
generating specific temporal signatures for each parcel throughout the season. Differences in NDVI evolution patterns throughout 
the season can indicate different yield or sugar recovery between different  parcels, alongside portraying the presence of particular 
stresses. 
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Automatic harvest detection and growth stage maps
Use Case

Every time a new satellite image is available, users can immediately determine which new fields were harvested:

- allows users to keep track of the harvest schedule and confront it with the planning

- keep users up-to-date with each parcel's growth stage. This consists of basic information on assessing the crops condition.

output

Each parcel has its last harvest date detected and has its growth stage, expressed in months, calculated in real time. Once a new 
harvest is identified, users immediately know that the specific parcel ended one cycle and started a new one. 

Growers can easily keep track of all fields' growth stages. Harvest is classified as either a  full harvest or a partial harvest (see white 
and light blue areas in the images below).

Major anomaly patches map
Use Case

Immediately spot the most critical parcels and areas within parcels deviating from the expected crop growth:

- determine the extension and exact locations of the anomaly area

- associate the anomalies of a specific group of parcels with identical agronomic conditions to specific potential sources of stress.

output

From the Harvest Date Detection and Satellite Anomaly Detection algorithms, parcels are grouped according to their conditions and 
compared to each other. Parcels that show a significant amount of areas that are not growing as expected are highlighted in red, 
mapped and quantified.
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anomaly Area Percentage Overview map
Use Case

Compares the relative presence of anomalies among all parcels:

- define possible regions with higher concentration of problems

- identify where the fields are growing as expected.

output

From the anomaly detection algorithm, the total area of anomaly patches per parcel is computed and compared with the equivalent 
total parcel area. Areas with different percentage of anomalies appear in different color gradients.

parcels basic info maps
Use Case

Visualize a parcel’s basic information - determined by satellite images and computed analytics:

- gives the user the basic information regarding different field conditions among parcels

- supports the analysis of the causes for the identified anomalies.

output

Based on the basic parcel information provided by the user, the following maps representing the current season conditions are 
available:

−	Field Boundaries

−	Farms

−	Varieties

−	Crop Status

−	Number of cycles.



drone platform

General specifications

prerequisites 

Definition of the area of 
interest and time window

List of farms or parcels (minimum of 1000 ha in total) and time window to be considered 
(standard contract is of 12 months from the start of the service)

Parcels field boundaries in 
GIS vector format 
representing information of 
the current season

.shp file format containing the following attributes (as one record per parcel):

- Sugarmill Unit

- Farm Name

- Parcel ID Code (Parcel Name)

- Planting Date

- Variety Internal Code (optional and it doesn’t need to be the variety name)

internet speed  Internet connection min 10 mbps recommended 

Delivery

web platform Gamaya’s web platform: https://app.gamaya.com/ 

access Authenticated user access for employees (requires internet access)

web platform features - Sugarmill unit, farmland & individual field views

- Visualization of product results in interactive maps

- Parcels basic information, harvest and growth related maps

- Statistics of area of anomalies per parcel

- Possibility to get geolocation of any spot with anomaly and share with different  
stakeholders

- Table view showing results per parcels

- Generation of PDF format report with the results

specifications 

Definition of Harvest Date 
Detection and Parcels 

Each parcel harvest date is defined as the date in which an available satellite image 
shows that the sugarcane canopy was partially or fully removed

definition of anomaly Anomaly is considered any change observed in the NDVI spatial distribution or temporal 
evolution within the edges of parcels

period of anomaly  detection Any sugarcane field above 4 months from its start of growth cycle.

period for ndvi and harvest 
monitoring

Any specified field starting from the previous season till the current date.

satellite source Sentinel 2 Multispectral imagery.

ground resolution 10m/px 

observation frequency Everytime a new Sentinel image without clouds is available (up to 5 days)

web platform Gamaya’s web platform: https://app.gamaya.com/

data processing time Results start to be available up to 7 days since the complete input data is 
sent by the customer

image quality Subject of interference of clouds, shadow and haze, satellite radiometric quality and 
input data quality provided by the customer.

area limitation Parcels need to have an area of at least 1 ha or at least 1 other parcel in the same 
conditions
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